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BUILDING UPDATE
Hi WAG?sters & WAG?students!
We're down to the wire in 2016 for
those of you who still need to get your
hours in. We do still have class course
building, fun matches, and one more AKC
trial to volunteer for.
Also, in case anyone out there didn't
hear, we should be moving into our new
building on Febr uar y 1st, 2017. It's
beyond exciting that we will have this
wonderful new space and I'm looking
forward to everything we're planning on
doing in it. The lease is signed and we
have approval of the Village Board so it's
full steam ahead! :-)
We want your ideas and your
enthusiasm! We are working on a moving
plan and will need lots and lots of
volunteers to make this space ours. We are
also working on a plan to increase the
number and types of classes we'll be
offering, so if you have any ideas, let us
know.

SPECIAL BULLETIN:

We will be scheduling a visit to the
new building once it is safe to do so
(ongoing construction on the inside)
and we won't be in the worker's way.
We'll keep you updated on that.
Remember, if you have any
questions you can contact the board,
our public email address is
WAG_Board@wagagility.com When
you email this address, the entire board
gets it. To email a specific board
member, our email addresses are on
our website.

W I-IL Agility Gr oup (WAG) Pr esident

NO CLASS t h e W EEK of : Decem ber 18t h AND 25t h
2016 Sessi on 6 Cl asses dur ing Novem ber 6t h t h r ou gh Jan u ar y 22n d
2017 Sessi on 1 Cl asses dur ing Jan u ar y 29t h t h r ou gh M ar ch 25t h *
Boar d M eet i n g: Fr iday, Decem ber 9th at 7:30pm
* Pending on building move
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NOVEMBER 11TH 2016

- Diana Antlitz reported five members signed up for the instructor training program
- Five people to date have volunteered to be on the committee for U K I, contact Patti Jo Yuswak if you'd like to sign up
- Kelly Schumann has offered the new building for trick dog training/certification to the head of trick dog organization ?
they are looking for new locations in I L for training.
- AKC:
- M arch trial ? working on M arch trial to send in; still deciding on extra classes due to that weekend is also nationals.
Jill Bochte is secretary, M ary VanderBloomen and Patti Jo Yuswak are co-chairpersons.
- App for Dixon has been mailed in. February first weekend. Judy Payne is chairperson and Jim Payne is secretary. W ill
have to have five WAG members commit to the trial to serve on the AKC O n-site trial committee.
- CPE:
- Judges are contracted for all five trials in 2017. M arch app has been submitted, new building needs to be approved by
CPE. N ext trial is M arch 2017.
- T DAA:
- Planning on an April trial and August or September time frame for 2017. Jan Sund is working on dates and judges.
- U KC:
- Apps are in for Jan and April for 2017. January Shelly is judge, Cindy H artzburg is secretary and Lisa Scheitburger is
chair. O ct Cheryl C is judge, Shelly is secretary and Joy is chair. Joy has offered to put on a mini U KC workshop/fun
match if anyone is interested.
- If anyone is interested in forming a committee for a different venue (ie: U SDAA) bring a proposal to the board.
- N ext N ewsletter one will be Jan-Feb time frame. If anyone is interested in helping with the newsletter please contact
M onique.
- Bob Schumann, Renee M enini, Kelly Schumann, Pat Casey, Greg Partykevitch and N adia Adint have signed up for the
instructor training for level 2, 3, 4 or special classes, but not level 1. Level one requires additional training.
- Working on class schedules for new building. W ill be offering additional level 1 on Tuesday night, additional level 2 on
Tuesday and special focus classes such as skills, weave poles. Addition will be rally, trick classes, star puppy classes,
suggestion for next session is to be four weeks long and not eight since the move is scheduled in the middle of the session.
- Big ticket raffle did almost as well as last one. Rosie H atcher-Pientok was the biggest seller and will get a dedicated parking
spot at the AKC. Toni Reeves also will receive a parking spot during to all her work on the getting the lease and zoning
approved for the new building.
- T hank you for all the donations for the basket raffle that will take place at the N ovember AKC trial.
- Photo shoot with SuperDog Photos is scheduled for December 2nd $30 per shoot with holiday or plain backdrop. W ill
send the jpeg of two photos to you.
- Shelly Weeks has offered to run another T-shirt fund-raiser. W ill do a smaller logo instead of a big logo and will start it
after the holidays.

Welcome To Our
Newest Member!!

If you'd like to see a complete summary of the minutes, reference them on the
WAG website under the MEMBERS ON LY page.

Chris Miller

EXPERIENCING A NATIONALS EVENT
BARN HUNT GRAND NATIONALS EVEN FROM A FIRST TIM ER?S PERSPECTIVE
Author: M onique Engemann

Agility has been a passion for me, but I decided to try
another dog sport to help build upon my connect with my
pups. Barn Hunt is just one of those sports that allows the dog
to be independent and yet still be a teammate with you. Paul
and I started training Sierra and Sylvie for Barn Hunt in
November 2014 and Lia started August of 2015. Sierra and
Sylvie have competed in 8 trial weekends, and Lia has trailed
in 7. In that span of time all 3 dogs qualified for Barn Hunt
nationals for 2016 (needing to have had earned a Master or
Senior title by June). Still learning about Barn Hunt, we
decided it would be fun to at least try since all 3 qualified!
The 3 day event was held September 9th - 11th in Gray
Summit, MO at Purina Farms. Only 120 dogs were allowed to
participate, and of those, only 50 were allowed to continue to
compete on Sunday based on their scores from Course 1 (Find
2 rats in less than 2 minutes and 30 seconds) on Friday and
Course 2 (Find 3 rats in less than 2 minutes and 30 seconds) on
Saturday. In addition to the Grand National Courses, they had
two games the dogs were allowed to enter as well - Team (two
dogs finding 4 rats on the same course at the same time in
under 4 minutes) and Hurdles (an 80 feet long race to a line of
3 tubes where the dog has to pick the correct tube with the rat
in it). All courses were outside, and the Grand National / Team
courses were under a pavilion! Needless to say I knew my
chances with Sierra were going to be minimal... Outdoors..
Siberian Husky... need I say more?
Check-In was Friday morning where the dogs were
measured for their appropriate height. There were two rings
setup - Course 1 and Team. The first course was the Grand
National Course 1, I decided to just not have any expectations
but to enjoy the moment with my girls. First up was Sylvie
with Paul where they blazed through the course with ease and

qualified. Then, it was my turn with Sierra. She was far too
distracted and sadly didn't find the second rat. With seeing
how Sierra acted, I started to worry about how this would be
for Lia. Lia and I settled into the blind and waited our turn. I
can't express how much my nerves were playing with me, but
once we were in the ring Lia set my mind to ease and went
right to work finding both rats in the required time. She
finished in 17th place and Sylvie at 11th place. We then moved
on to the Team event where Sylvie and Lia worked nicely
together and earned a qualifying score. Sadly, Sierra and her
teammate did not qualify, but they had a lot of fun!
Saturday morning was Course 2 and the last course to
qualify to compete in the top 50. We watched a lot of great
teams run and saw so many fail. It was a very hard course
(lots of hides, hard to move around, and was very warm under
the pavilion), this course was definitely meant to stump teams.
Of the 120 dogs, only 47 qualified! Once again, Sylvie was
first to compete - she wasn't as fast as she had been on Friday,
but she qualified placing 15th. Sierra was the first of my two
and didn't qualify due to indicating on an invisible rat. ;-)
(You'd have to see it to believe it lol)! Now, I'm worried..
nerves are high again, and I am once again sitting with Lia in
the blind waiting our turn. There were others in the blind
trying to psych everyone out, but I held fast to trusting my
dog. We hit the start line and Lia pulled her self out of my
hands to work. She found all 3 rats and qualified in 9th place!
With both Sylvie and Lia qualifying on Friday and Saturday,
this earned them in the top 50 and the ability to compete on
Sunday!
Saturday we also competed in our first hurdles event. The
dogs were setup to run independently down a 80 feet
straightaway and indicate among 3 tubes which had the rat in
it. Sylvie was first to go and truly thought this was a silly
Continue on Next Page...
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game and picked a random tube. Sadly, it wasn't correct, but at
least she had a second try on Sunday. :) Now Sierra ran the
hurdles and although she didn't fully indicate the tube to me, I
was able to somehow guess the correct one that she felt was
the most interesting. FINALLY! A qualifying ribbon for
Sierra! ;-) Lia's turn... I knew she didn't like to run away from
me towards a bunch of unknown
people, but thankfully she did
make it to the tubes and picked
the correct one for a qualifying
9 second run! This would end
our day, and we, needless to say,
were on a bit of a high. Now to
prepare ourselves for the final
events on Sunday!
Sunday consisted of 2 more
courses - Course 3 which
required finding 4 rats in under
3 minutes and 30 seconds, and
Course 4 which required finding
1 to 5 potential rats within 4
minutes and 30 seconds, and
calling the course clear once you
felt your dog had finished
finding all the rats on course.
Objective was that hopefully you could read your dog well
enough to know they had found all the possible rats in order to
qualify. Additionally, we had one more hurdles course, which
we completed at the end of the day.
First on deck was Lia, where she started with Course 4.
This is a rather large course (32' x 32') with an amazing
amount of hiding spot potential, and of course the giant tunnel
in the center that made moving in the ring a bit more
challenging. At this point, we had made it to Sunday and I just
let all nerves fly and kept telling myself to trust my dog, she is
comfortable, confidence, and enjoying every moment of this
experience as much as I was.
Lia once again released herself to work and ignored
everything but finding those rats. She checked every area with
precision and found all 4 of the rats hidden within the course
in a little over 2 minutes. Anyone that knows me, then knows
finding 4 rats is a killer for me, as calling the ring "clear" with
that potential 5th rat still out on the field has my heart
pounding right out of my chest. I let Lia make one last swing
around the ring to confirm she didn't catch the scent of that
potential allusive 5th rat possibly still lurking, and then she sat
down, looked me in the eyes as if to say "Mom, we're good
you can call it." So... I took a deep breath and called
"CLEAR". The Judge smiled and approved with a "Yes,

Congratulations!" To say I didn't hold back a sob when I
hugged her and put her leash on would be a lie. What a thrill!
Not only did she qualify but was 6th place on that course.
Only one more course left... Course 3. Knowing this was
our last course I just hung on for the ride. Emotions were high
and I worked extremely hard to keep them from getting the
best of me. This course I could
relax in.. I knew there were 4 rats,
we could just run our heart out and
throw caution to the wind. The
home stretch! At this point, Lia
knew exactly how to handle herself
- she wanted to play that last game
as much as I did. She found the
first 3 rats in just over a minute,
and I knew we were rocking the
time. She had one spot left on the
course she wanted to check, and
there it was - that final rat! She
placed 4th in Course 3, and I knew
if we had had another one she
would have been even faster the
next time out!
Once Lia and I finished, we
watched Sylvie work through
Course 3 with Paul and qualified in 9th place, but sadly didn't
qualify in Course 4... Lastly, we ran our last hurdles event
with all 3 girls and all 3 earned a qualifying score! Coming off
a high from our Course 3 run, Lia BLASTED down that 80
feet and immediately hit on the correct tube in 7 seconds
earning her another 4th place!
After totaling all of the scores from Friday to Sunday, Lia
earned the Bronze Medal (3rd place of 120 dogs) in Grand
National (accumulative score across Course 1, 2, 3 & 4), as
well as 4th place in Versatility (Grand National score plus her
score from Team and both Hurdle races)! Without any doubt..
Lia most definitely left her mark at the 2016 Barn Hunt
Nationals!

WARMING UP & COOLING DOWN
THE CANINE ATHLETE
Snips from Articles as presented by Elite Science

?How do I war m up my dog?? is a common
question heard at canine training centers. This has previously
been addressed in articles related to elite level dogs
participating in agility. But, we should also discuss how to
prepare novice and non-competitive dogs for the basic
activities. First, we should discuss the worth and purpose of
warming up.
There are three maj or benefits to a proper war m up:
1) Enhanced performance
2) Injury reduction and
3) Improved recovery.

How to war m up your canine athlete
It is important to focus on the demands of the sporting
event and address the needs of your individual dog when
putting together a warm up routine. An appropriate warm up
protocol should both focus on muscle groups that will be
recruited during the event and address the general needs of
the specific athlete.
There are two main types of war m up str ategies:
1. Passive warm up - consists of application of heat to
specific muscle bodies or increasing body temperature
with the use of wraps or garments.
2. Active warm up - on the other hand, requires putting
muscles in motion to increase temperature and blood
flow in order to ready the body for work.
-

-

-

-

If your dog has specific areas of muscle soreness ?
consider applying heat to the area for 10 minutes
about 30 minutes prior to your warm up.
60 minutes prior to the first event ? start with a 15
minute controlled, light jog or walk ? this is to
increase your canine?s heart rate and initiate
increased blood flow to muscles.
Following a walk/jog, start with techniques to help
warm up specific muscle groups.
Jumping, on and off a platform or over jumps
smaller than competition ? this is to help prepare the
rear leg and back muscles.
Turning in tight circles ? this will warm up the back
muscles and front legs as they turn.
Other proposed warm up activities described by Dr.
Canapp and Dr. Zink include tugging for an active
gracilis muscle stretch, paws on the chair stretch,
cookie to the hip for paraspinal stretch and play
bowing for activation of triceps.

?How do I cool down my dog?? Cooling down is
considered an essential part of any athlete?s training and
competing regimen. But, you may not understand exactly
why cooling down is important or how you might
incorporate it into your canine athlete?s post competition
routine.
During an episode of short duration high intensity
exercise, your dog?s body produces energy mainly through
anaerobic pathways. During this window of time glycolysis
is the main energy process utilized by the body to generate
ATP (the body?s energy source). Lactic acid is a by-product
of glycolysis and, as a result, builds up within muscle cells at
the site of its production. Lactic acid is necessary to allow
the continued use of the glycolytic pathway; however, it also
can result in the burning sensation that is noticeable during
intense exercise.

Cool down techniques for your canine athlete
An appropriate cool down protocol should address the
general needs of the specific athlete and the muscle groups
utilized during the event.
Therefore, we should look to lower the core body
temperature as well as support the cardiovascular system as
the blood pressure lowers and blood is redistributed
throughout the body. As previously described, the main
source of power and speed is derived from the complex
musculature over the lower back, the rear limb muscles that
assist in propulsion and the forelimb muscles used for
navigation.5 A cool down protocol can be developed to
address this process.
Post-activity walking is very helpful in addressing the
state of the body as a whole.In this case we should be
especially cognizant of the dog?s microenvironment. If
possible the post-activity walk and cool down should be
done in a well ventilated area that is cool. The air flow blows
the heat emitted by the body away to assist with the cooling
mechanisms.
A cooler environment also provides a temperature
gradient to assist in the cooling process. This assists the
body?s mechanisms to restore the body back to its normal
temperature.
A short walk can then be followed by some light
stretches of the muscle groups utilized during the event.
If your dog has specific areas of muscle or joint soreness
? consider applying cold packs or other cooling techniques
to the area for 5 ? 10 minutes.

INTRODUCTION TO...
Author: Diana Antlitz

W hat is Herding?
H erding is the dog controlling livestock (usually sheep,
goats, cattle, or ducks). A herding dog is using hunting
instincts that have been modified through breeding to
emphasize the ?stalk and control?part of the hunting instinct
and de-emphasize the ?pounce and kill? part. Stock
instinctively move away from a dog because they recognize
the dog as a predator. T he dog must work with the correct
attitude and with the correct distance from the stock to make
them just a little uncomfortable (so they?ll move) but not get
so close or move in such a threatening manner that it makes
them panic and run for their lives. Livestock in a panic can be
dangerous to all involved (handler, dog, and stock). T he stress
it causes may also result in poorer health, fewer or weaker
offspring, or less meat or wool production. For that reason,
the ultimate goal of herding in a livestock production
situation is to move stock calmly and efficiently, and therefore
the scoring at herding trials is also based on moving the stock
calmly and in straight efficient lines.

How does a dog Herd?
T he dog controls the movement of the stock through
flanks (arcs) and walk-ups (straight lines). A flank is moving in
an arc around the stock at a distance that doesn?t disturb
them; ?come by? is a clockwise flank, and ?away to me? is a
counter-clockwise flank. O n a flank, the dog will travel with
his side to the stock; this gives the appearance that the dog is
just ?passing by? and allows the stock to relax so the dog can
get into position without disturbing them. O nce the dog is in
the correct position around the stock, the dog will then ?lift?
the stock. T he lift is the dog initiating movement by turning
off the flank and into the stock. T he dog then walks into the
stock to move them in the desired direction. T he dog can
bring the stock towards the handler (fetching), or can move
them in any direction away from the handler (driving). When
the stock are very far away, the initial flank is referred to as the
outrun; this is when the dog finds the stock and then flanks
around them to get into position to fetch them towards the
handler.
O nce the stock are moving, the dog maintains the line of
travel by blocking the stock anytime they try to deviate from
the line. T he dog blocks them by moving over far enough to
catch their eyes on that side, letting the stock know not to
think about going that way. T he stock usually have their own
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ideas of where they want to go (to food, back to the barn, or
where their buddies are). T hese livestock distractions are
referred to as ?draws?. It?s common on a herding trial field for
the stock to have a strong draw back to where they came from
or where they know they?ll go when the run is over. It?s the
dog?s job to convince them to go where the handler and dog
want them to go. O n the fetch most herding breeds will
instinctively want to bring stock to the handler so fewer (if
any) commands are
needed. O n the
drive,
the
dog
doesn?t know where
the
stock
are
supposed to go, so
relies on the handler
for direction through
verbal or whistle
commands.
O nce
the
handler
establishes the line
the stock should be
on, the dog will try
to help keep them on
that line but they still
need
some
adjustments from the
handler; it?s a team
effort.

Herding Trials
H erding trials are
meant to mimic
practical stock work,
such as rounding up
stock from a field,
moving them to
various locations, putting them through chutes or into pens,
or splitting off some of the stock for handling and treatment.
At the beginning levels in most venues, the handler can move
freely around the course and the dog can use its fetching
instinct to keep the sheep to the handler. At more advanced
levels, handler movement is restricted and the dog follows
handler commands to drive the stock to the desired locations.
H erding rules vary somewhat from organization to
organization, but typically the scoring is based on the stock
taking a pre-determined path through various obstacles with
straight lines between obstacles. You start with a perfect score
and points are deducted for deviations from a straight efficient
line, missing obstacles, losing control of the stock, and poor
work from the dog (such as ignoring the stock to sniff, being
unable to move the stock, or harassing/chasing stock). A time
limit is set, but time is not used to determine the winner.

How t o get int o herding and where t o herd?
T he best way to get into herding is to find a good
instructor to work with. H erding is very difficult to learn
from a book or a video, because of the complexity of the
interactions between the dog and the stock and how quickly
things happen, especially with a new dog starting out. It?s a
steep learning curve because you have to learn about stock
(how the dog and you influence them, how they react to
Continue on Next Page...
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things, how to read them, etc) and also you have to
understand all the instincts that come to the surface in your
dog, often to the point where they don?t even see you in the
picture at first. If you don?t take their instinct into account
you run the risk of crushing their natural abilities or creating a
dog that will fight you every step of the way, or that may get
frustrated with you and quit. You also have to keep the
welfare of the stock in mind ? allowing a dog to chase and
bite stock isn?t fair to the stock. So it?s a lot more than just
teaching a bunch of commands to your dog. T here are a few
local places to get started:
- Agility at the Farm offers herding lessons for all levels
and herding breeds in Campton H ills, I L (taught by WAG?s
Laura K incaid): http://www.agilityatthefarm.com/herding
- Dan De Legge, located in Woodstock, I L, offers
herding lessons for all levels and herding breeds. Email Dan
for more information: Delegge@aol.com
- Shannon Wolfe, located in Genoa City WI, offers
herding lessons for all levels and herding breeds. She
periodically holds herding instinct test events where you can
have your dog evaluated on stock:
http://www.shannonwolfeherding.com/
- Gordon Watt in Lake Geneva WI offers herding
lessons for all levels. H e specializes in border collies and
U SBCH A style herding:
http://www.gordonwattsheepdogs.com/
- John Wentz, located in Portage WI (this one is a bit
far) offers herding lessons for all levels and herding breeds:
http://bigyellowboots.net/
O nce you?ve gotten started and are far enough along to
work safely on your own, you?ll become acquainted with
other local places that may allow you to rent time on stock or
that occasionally offer fun runs.

W hat t o Expect W hen St art ing Herding
T he first few times you
take your dog for a lesson, the
instructor will probably work
the dog themselves. T his
allows the instructor to focus
on the dog, assess the dog?s
abilities
without
an
inexperienced
trainer
confusing things, keep the
livestock safe, and make sure
the dog has a good
experience. Some dogs may
take a few exposures to ?turn
on? so the instructor will try
to create movement to get the
dog interested. O nce the dog
turns on, things can get chaotic as the dog tries to figure out
the stock. T he dog may chase the stock and may even want to
bite them. M any dogs will want to go to the head of the
stock, blocking their every move. T he instructor will move in
a way to block the dog from going someplace they shouldn?t
(like straight into the middle of the stock) and may use a stock
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stick, wrapped up feed bag, or other tool to make their
?presence? bigger. Sometimes the instructor needs to get a
little bit intimidating (smacking the stick on the ground or
grumbling at the dog) to get the dog?s attention and affect the
dog?s movement. N o training can happen until the dog
includes the trainer in the picture.
T he first goal is to get the dog circling the stock (this is
the very beginning of learning flanking). O nce the dog is
going around, the trainer will block the dog to get the dog to
switch direction, so they?re circling the stock in both
directions. O nce the dog will go both directions, the trainer
can send the dog around while the trainer backs away from
the stock, giving the dog a place to bring them to. T his is the
beginning of learning fetching and how to switch back and
forth to balance the stock towards the handler. Balance on the
fetch means that when the dog sees the stock veering off in
one direction away from the handler, the dog will flank over
to push the stock back towards the handler. T he trainer will
continue to move so that there?s always a new place to take
the stock; this keeps the dog busy and prevents him from
getting frustrated and diving into the stock. Allowing the dog
to practice fetching helps the dog learn how his movement
affects the stock and also gives him a feeling of control. T he
trainer uses their presence to influence the dog when needed,
to help the dog find the correct distance and position from
the stock. H erding breeds will instinctively want to control
the stock and will recognize when their movements cause the
stock to turn or slow down (making the dog feel more in
control). T he trainer may need to help the dog find the
correct spot at first, but the dog should quickly start to do it
on his own. Commands should not be used at this point as
the goal is for the dog to learn to think on his own, read the
stock, and make decisions about how he should move to keep
them under control; trying to give commands at this point
would just be a distraction. As the dog?s movements get more
refined, words can be added to label what the dog is doing.
T he dog will also need to learn a stop. Stopping takes the

pressure off the stock and gives the dog time to think about
his next move. T he trainer may get between the dog and the
stock and keep blocking the dog until the dog gives up trying
to get past the trainer and stops to think about it. At that
point, the trainer rewards the dog for stopping by getting out
of his way and allowing him to interact with the stock again.
T he trainer may also use this same technique if the dog is
Continue on Next Page...
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circling too tightly ? the dog is blocked from the stock until he backs off and calms down, then he gets the stock back when his
behavior is what the trainer wants to see. T he reward for the dog is being allowed to interact with the stock and feeling in
control of the stock (such as when the dog causes the stock to change direction or is able to prevent them moving away from the
trainer).

Herding Venues:
T here are multiple herding organizations that offer trial opportunities. T he most common are listed below. All of these have
local trials, check out their events pages if you want to look up trials to watch.
A K C:
-

O ffers test (pass/fail) and titling up through Advanced and Championship levels for all AKC recognized herding breeds.
T hey offer three different courses: A Course (arena style course), B Course (open field course), and C Course (large
flock tending/grazing course, not common in this area). Visit www.akc.org for more information and event listings.
Trials are held in Genoa City WI, Woodstock I L, and
Rockton I L.

A SCA (A ustralian Shepherd Club of A m er ica):
-

Designed for Australian shepherds, but open to all herding breeds and mixes of herding breeds. O ffers all levels from
Started through Advanced. All levels are scored (no pass/fail test levels). Visit http://www.asca.org/programs/stockdog/
for more information and event listings. Trials are held in Genoa City, WI.
A H BA (A m er ican H erding Breed A ssociation):

-

O ffers test (pass/fail) and titling courses. Designed for all herding breeds and
mixes of herding breeds. N on-herding breeds are allowed to compete at the
trial level; only herding breeds are permitted to enter the test (pass/fail) levels.
AH BA offers a variety of courses, from arena-style small courses up through
large field courses, including R anch and Large Flock R anch courses that are
designed by individual trial hosts and mimic real farm work. Visit
https://www.ahba-herding.org/ for more information and event listings. Trials
are held in Genoa City WI (and possibly coming soon to Campton H ills, I L).
U SBCH A (United St ates Border Collie H andlers A ssociation):

-

O ffers trial levels (no pass/fail levels). U SBCH A is designed for border collies
but allows any dog to compete. T hese tend to be larger courses than the other
venues, with novice starting out with outrun distance of around 100 yards and
the O pen level getting up to 400-700 yards. Visit www.U SBCH A.com for
more information and event listings. Trials are held in Lake Geneva,
Cambridge, and Jefferson WI.

Video Links t o Herding
Below are some links showing herding dogs in action. N otice in the videos how the stock move opposite from the dog; if
the dog flank around to their right side, the stock will turn left and vice versa.
H erding O ver view : this video shows clips of outruns, fetching, flanking, and driving and at the end has some examples of
dogs just starting on sheep: https://youtu.be/So3efsad1fA
D uck herding (A K C B Course, A dvanced level): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d7yg08-7shQ T he end of the
course is a ?shed?(where the stock are split apart and one or more are held away from the others.
Sheep H erding (A K C A Course, A dvanced level): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vJ9U blmM 7tw
Sheep H erding (A K C A Course, St ar ted level): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g4ouq-060uE& (shows how the
handler is able to move with the sheep and the dog works to keep sheep with the handler)
U SBCH A N ovice Course: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VJ7-tyy6Q oM (note: this course included an optional
drive with handler staying at the post, but most novice courses have the dog bring the stock and then go straight to the pen, or
allow the handler to walk the course with the sheep after the outrun).
U SBCH A O pen O utr un: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9IIgFrl2om8 T he very beginning is missing, when the
video starts, the dog is on the left side of the screen near the tent and then disappears behind the hills for a little bit. T he handler
is near the yellow truck. T his video is a good example of how dogs work in a large open field to get behind the sheep without
disturbing them. T he goal is a straight line from where the sheep start, through the panels, to the handler.
Penning (var ious U SBCH A tr ials) this one is long but has some great clips showing how precisely the dog has to move
to keep control. It also shows the challenges of putting stock into a free-standing pen: https://vimeo.com/107892081

RULE CHANGES...
AKC's FAST Class just got FASTER!

Beginning January 3, 2017 the FAST Class has been
revised allowing clubs to offer one course that N ovice, O pen
and Ex/M asters can walk and compete in. T he goal is to
reduce the amount of time that it takes to build separate
courses and do multiple walk-throughs. It also allows more
flexibility in the way the Sends can be designed.
At the clubs discretion any of 3 levels courses may be
combined into one course with embedded Sends (which will
allow one course build and walk through for all levels); or may
be run as separate courses.
Following is a summary of the changes as well as design
illustrations. Please note for courses that are in progress or
approved the only changes that could affect those courses is
the elimination of the tire and the requirement of 9-12 weave
poles for N ovice. If you have any questions please contact
your rep.

Local AKC Trials Feat uring FAST Classes
- 12/8 - 12/11- Cream City Canines - Milwaukee, WI
- 12/17 - 12/18 - Badger Kennel Club - Middleton, WI
- 1/21 - 1/22 - Flat-Coated Retriever - Manhattan, IL
N ew Send Distances in O pen & Excellent/M aster: We
allow more flexibility is the distances from the Send line for
these classes.

-

N ovice ? 2 obstacles required at a minimum distance
of 5?to a maximum distance of 10?

-

O pen ? 2 or 3 obstacles are required at a minimum
distance of 5? to a maximum distance of 20?
depending on the number of obstacles used. If only 2
obstacles are used in the send then one of the obstacles
must be between 10? and 15?. If 3 obstacles are used
then at least one obstacle must be between 10? and
15?. N o more than one obstacle may be less than 10?
and no more than one obstacle can be greater than
15?.

-

Excellent/M aster ? 3 obstacles are required at a
minimum distance of 5? to a maximum distance of
25? with a change of direction or obstacle
discrimination. N o more than one obstacle may be
less than 15? and no more than one obstacle may be
greater than 20?.

© Phot ographer Name

Author: kittybradley1 on October 26, 2016

M ore information and additional figures of the change can be
found at under the O ctober 26th Blog Post:
https://akcagilit yjudges.wordpress.com /

SEMINAR IN REVIEW
LORETTA M UELLER @ WAG
Author: Diana Antlitz

I attended the two masters days of the seminar and audited
the novice/open day. This seminar is amazing and Loretta is a
wonderful and very insightful teacher. She really has a talent
for reading what each dog needs and seeing where the
communication breakdown is occurring with each team. Over
the 3 days, I saw slow dogs get faster, stressed dogs get more
confident, crazy dogs become more accurate, and the 'hot
mess' dogs looking like pros. There was huge improvement in
every single team. Our dogs really love it when we
communicate better; I think we all know that, but seeing it
happen and realizing how much it matters and what an effect it
can have on performance was really eye-opening. This seminar
wasn't about fancy moves (although we did some of those too)
or just how to get through a particular seminar course, but
about how to communicate well with our dogs no matter what
course we run or what handling strategy we choose to use.
Loretta's message was simple - see and connect with your
dog as they complete each obstacle, tell them immediately
what they're doing next and how to do it, and then (and this
was the hardest part for most) get out of there and get to the
next thing and trust your dog to commit and finish whatever
obstacle you're indicating. No need to hang around and force
the dog to collect or guide the dog to the ground - gravity will
happen, trust me!. Our dogs really prefer it if we don't hover
and babysit. The reaction of many of the dogs at the seminar
when their handler finally just got out of their way was
amazing to see. It's as simple as seeing your dog's feet land off
the jump and pointing out the take-off spot for the next one,
but at the same time, harder than it sounds because you're in a
constant cycle of connecting, cueing, and moving on. Figuring
out how to fit all the pieces together and still getting where we
needed to be took some practice. Loretta had a really good eye
for where the problems were happening and really helped each
team get a good feel for how to communicate better.

The most amazing part for me was the carryover I saw
between my own dogs - what I learned with one dog on the
first day I was able to put into practice with a different dog
(with totally different problems) on the second day, and all
those problems I told Loretta to expect with the second dog
never even showed up. Loretta fixed what I was doing and
both dogs improved like magic. I've been to a lot of seminars
where you learn one new 'fancy move' or you figure out how
to run one particular course, but you may not have a lot to take
home beyond what you do that day at the seminar. This
seminar was totally different - Loretta let us pick how to run
things (although she did have very good suggestions) and
made sure that however we chose to do it, we communicated it
clearly. I know what I learned will help every future run I do
with every dog I run for the rest of my life, so this seminar was
definitely a worthwhile investment.

SUM M A RY
Loretta is also a fun presenter and Donna's team did a great job with organizing things, including a delicious lunch each day. Plans
are in motion to bring Loretta back again next year; I would highly encourage anyone who didn't make it this time to consider
attending next year (or at least auditing).

*
*
*
*

VHS Basic obedience 1 training log Frank Foster. Donated by Cathy Thrasher
DVD start lines and impulse control games by Julie Daniels. Donated by Gayle Pulta.
2 books developing engagement and relationship written by Denise Fenzi and Debra Jones
1 book motivation written by Denise Fenzi and Debra jones. An anonymous donor. Thank you all for your generosity.

Exciting news from the libr ar y!!!
We will soon be able to access the library list on the WAG member website.
Any suggestions on what you would like to see added to the WAG library feel free to email me at hnrtap@comcast.net

WAG
LIBRARY

We have a few additions to the libr ar y.

AND THE SPOT LIGHT IS ON...

Team Rosie &
Anne Hatcher Pientok

Author: Sandy Rapey

This month I met with Team Rosie and Anne to talk about life, dogs, cats and careers. Rosie and Anne are a very
fun and special couple within our WAG family and it was my pleasure to interview them this month! You may
know this fun couple who adore their Tervs (Belgian Tervuren) pups. Rosie and Anne train at WAG with their dogs,
?Winwoods Wikiwiki Molikini CDX RAE2 NA NJ AXP AJP?or simply ?Mol l y?; CT Sensation's Most Valuable Player CDX
BN RAE2 HT OA NF CA CGC ?Mont ee?also known as Baby Butthead (BBH), goober-boy, Captain Chaos and as of late,
Jack Wagon; and Fuzion?s Explozions of Colour HT PT, also known as Mosey. Anne and Rosie also own 4 cats,
Madison, Mica, Moxie and Marbl e. I see some adoration for the letter M? ..
Their dog love story began years ago, when Rosie acquired Smokey, a Belgian Terv. Rosie was involved in 4H while
in high school and began training at this time. Rosie later acquired a Golden Retriever, Cody, while going to
college working towards her veterinary degree. As life sometimes deals us wicked bittersweet memories, Rosie
had to stand by while her beloved Smokey left to cross the Rainbow Bridge on the day she graduated from vet
school. After the couple was married, Anne got her first dog, Ginny, (a Nova Scotia Duck Tolling retriever-wannabe).
Shortly after losing Cody in 2006, Rosie heard about Molly? a Terv that was in need of a home. Rosie thought she
would start training and competing with Molly in the obedience and agility worlds. Well that was the plan?
(Ginny lived to be 13 years old, until her hind legs wouldn?t work anymore and crossed the Rainbow Bridge in
2014)
Molly?s training and trialing were going well? well, up to a point. Rosie started noticing the focus in the agility ring
was not on her, but Molly?s attention was diverted to looking for and finding Anne, who was sitting outside the
ring. In frustration, at an AKC agility trial, Rosie told Anne to try running a course with Molly. Anne had never taken
any lessons in agility, but how hard could this stuff be? You follow the numbers of the course, and everyone
makes it look easy peasey lemon squeezy. Anne and
Molly competed and completed the excellent level
course with only 1 refusal, at which they concluded
Molly had discovered an handler exchange tent ,
(which some of us have seen close and upfront in
our own lives). Rosie continued to train and
compete with Molly in obedience, while Anne
handled the agility side of activities. Today Molly is
pretty much retired, and only attends training
classes for fun at WAG. She has been promoted to
the ?Team Hatchmo?manager.
Anne, having stolen a pre-trained Molly, now ?owed?
Rosie another dog? enter Montee in 2011. A
playful, energetic puppy, trained by Rosie, Montee
enjoys training and competing in agility, obedience,
tracking, herding and lure coursing. Montee is
gorgeous, fast and won?t hesitate to tell Rosie off in
the ring when she can?t get the sequencing right.
He?s driven and very toy motivated, indeed, he
apparently has a tiny bit of a tennis ball obsession.
Since Molly?s retirement, there was an overabundance of money that needed to be thrown away at dog related
activities and supplies. A friend told them about a Terv litter in Massachusettes. The couple flew out to Rhode
Island, picked up their new puppy, Mosey, and drove back home, barely escaping the Boston/ East Coast blizzard by
hours. Mosey is a snuggly little girl, who is being trained by Anne for agility and by Rosie for herding and tracking.
Beyond the dogs and cats, Anne and Rosie are involved with their families and church, love sports, traveling,
cooking and may have a slight addiction to M&Ms (coincidence on all the M names???) They?ve traveled to Hawaii
(hence the Hawaiian name for Molly), Alaska, Key West, Niagra Falls, and multiple other states. They both work in
Paddock Lake, WI: Rosie fulfilling her lifelong dream as a veterinary doctor (Shout out to Harris Pet Hospital) and
Anne, with 2 college degrees, works preparing taxes. You?ll be hard pressed to find another team as sweet, smart
and fun as Team Hatcher-Pientok!!
Continued on the next page...

AND THE SPOT LIGHT IS ON...
Author: Sandy Rapey

Team Rosie &
Anne Hatcher Pientok

MEET MOLLYDOG!!

Registered as ?Winwoods Wikiwiki Molikini CDX RAE2 NA NJ AXP AJP?Molly is quite laid back, despite her
obedience and agility titles. She?s clearly the matriarch of the canine family of Team Hatcher-Pientok. She?s a
loveable dog who is retired from trialing, and gets the privileges of sleeping in her masters?bed. Gray hair around
her 11 year old eyes is pretty much the only way you can tell this little girl is a senior. She?s a fun little diva who
will not hesitate to come up and kiss you all over.
SR: Molly, I see you have some impressive titles in multiple fields with AKC, obedience, agility? are you a member
with any other organization?
Mol l y: Yes, I?m a member of the Looking Gorgeous Belgian Tervurens (LGBT). We have a pretty strong membership
right now. We are constantly struggling for fairness and equality of rights because we are so beautiful, other dogs
think we are different and hate on us. We just can?t comprehend all the hate.
SR: So ?LGBT?is for any dog who can relate to the initialism?
Mol l y: Yes, it started out just BT (Belgian Tervs), but we quickly saw the need to separate ourselves from the
uncomely . We even have a pride parade, they call it an honor parade, and I got to be in it last year. I was SO
proud. I should?ve been on a float with the other Queens, but I got to walk in it, and everyone was cheering and
clapping. It was one of the happiest days of my life.
SR: Were you born a LGBT or was this a choice? There seems to be a bit of controversy on this topic.
Mol l y: I think I knew as a puppy I was a LGBT. Did you see my photos?? Growing up, I was confused because
conventional societal norms are such that I would be raised and bred and have litters of puppies, and maybe even
live happily ever after with an unseemly counterpart. As I got older, it was just so evident. I mean, look at me, I?m
gorgeous, I?m stunning!! Is there any doubt in anyone?s mind that I?m a LGBT?!
SR: Was there support at home when they realized you were a part of this LGBT group?
Mol l y: I don?t think it surprised anyone. Sooner or later everyone has to be honest with themselves and in my
case, well, there was no hiding it.
SR: Tell me about your agility career. I heard you?re retired??
Mol l y: At first, it was so much fun, learning, jumping, going over different obstacles. And I got food. I was all about
it in the beginning. But then another LGBT saw me and told me how ridiculous I looked running around, my hair
was all messed up and truthfully, I was a Sweaty Betty. So I
started to look for Anne, or anyone, who might be able to save
me from the inhumanity. One day, I jumped the gate, hopped up
into Anne?s lap and started kissing her, begging her to save me.
But Rosie was in the ring and calling me, and I HAD to go back to
her. At that time, it was my job.
SR: So did Rosie and Anne pick up on the fact that you weren?t
happy?
Mol l y: You know, they are slow learners and tenacious in their
attempts to prevail in these activities. I almost had to feign being
sick to get them to realize I did not enjoy this silliness. So as is
common with humans, they don?t give up but rather, proceed
with alterations in methodology. Next thing I knew, Anne was
trying to show me what the course was and trust me, I was the
one running Anne that day!! Oh Lord, it was hysterical.
Anne and I tried the whole team thing too, but really it didn?t
matter who I was running with, my heart just wasn?t in it. And
unfortunately, as soon as my owners, Persistent and Insistent,
caught on, they devised a plan that would satisfy my need to stay
Continued on the next page...
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at home and look pretty and their need to throw money at these crazy sports.
SR: And what was that plan?
Mol l y: It was an ill- thought through plan called ?Baby Butthead?, haha. If only I had seen that monster coming, I
would?ve tried to fake it a few more years in the agility ring, but yeah, hind sight, you know?
SR: Tell me about the family dynamics once Montee came home.
Mol l y: Well it was me, Ginny and the Mon-ster. I had Ginny here when I arrived and we were always best friends.
Montrel was cute, I?ll give him that, but he just NEVER STOPS!!!
I tried to like him, I really did. I felt like I was faking it the entire time. I had been told it was socially acceptable to
have a male dog partner, but I just wasn?t interested. We didn?t have anything in common. And I think he felt the
same way. He loves anything balls. Balls, balls, balls. Seriously, its more out of control than anyone realizes, like
he totally needs therapy. Time went by , Ginny got older, as we all do, and one day, she was gone. I knew it was
coming, but you know, you?re just never really prepared for the heartbreak. Everyone was so sad, except Capt.
Chaos was just a bit confused. He had never experienced the loss of a friend. Our purpose is to comfort our
humans, and we must grieve in solitude if at all possible. I think comforting our humans, and loving them
unconditionally? no matter how we are treated, t hat is our true purpose.
SR: So were you instrumental in deciding on who was next to join your family?
Mol l y: Oh you betcha!! I wanted another girlfriend!! Girls are just so much prettier, we smell good, we look good,
we?d have things in common, like decorating, cooking, shopping, discussing current events and where we could go
pee in the yard together!! Every day I told Anne and Rosie how much more wonderful our life would be if we had
just one more girl in the house. Apparently it worked because one day, they came home with this sweet little baby
they call Mosey. I call her ?Mosey Posey Love Your Little Nosey?. I was so happy when they brought her home, I
could?ve peed on the floor!! I am so in love with her!! She is a bit of a PITA, but we are great friends, despite the
age difference. We still have much more in common with each other than we do with Monet. He?s basically the
reason we are crated during the day when Rosie and Anne aren?t home. He?s dirty, a trouble-maker, trouble seeker,
stinky and arrogant. He is also a member of the LGBT group, but normally hangs out with the other good looking
boys. And then there?s all the girls who all want to change him, but trust me, he?s a LGBT through and through.
There?s no changing that!!
SR:

Can you tell me one of your secrets?

Mol l y: I love shoes. No one knows or suspects but I lust after every
pair I?ve ever seen. Call it a fetish, call it an obsession. I just love
them. Sometimes I?ll gently place them near me, just so that I can
pretend that I?m wearing them like a human, and I?m in the parade
again, and people are cheering and clapping. One day, Anne and Rosie
took a huge collection of their shoes and stacked them up near a
inside/ outside door. I heard them talking about giving the shoes away
and I nearly fainted. It was blasphemy. So in my desperation, while
Anne and Rosie were gone, I tried to save each pair. I gently picked up
each shoe box and placed them in my crate. It was, at the moment, the
best place I thought to hide them.
SR: That is a bit of a hysterical image. What happened next?
Mol l y: Anne and Rosie saw the deed. They couldn?t believe it. They
were confused why would I do that. I tried to explain but they said a LGBT didn?t need 50 pairs of human shoes.
They removed them and the shoes eventually went away. It was a terribly sad day.
SR: So now, you?re mainly in a management position?
Mol l y: Yes, I?ve broken through many barriers and feel quite successful that I am not only a LGBT but the chosen
one who rules the house and sleeps above the others. I have a wonderful, loving, forever home with Rosie and
Anne, Molly, the cats, and even the ball-obsessed Monroe. We are a happy family!!

WAG HAPPENINGS
Dec 2nd
Holiday Photo Sessions- Decem ber 2nd
WAG, Spr ing Gr ove, IL

Dec 17t h
Com e out to the Decem ber Fun M atch
DOOR OPEN AT 12:30pm
RUNS START AT 1:00pm
GATE ENTRIES CLOSE 2:30pm

WAG 'N RIGHTS
NEW AGILITY TITLES FROM JULY '16 - NOV '16
[AKC Tit les]
Fen & Toni Reeves
ear ned their M ACH title!
Tur ner & Gayle Pluta
ear ned their M JP & M XP titles!
Tr ue & Gayle Pluta
ear ned their M X & M XJ titles!
Boca & Ter esa Rizzo
ear ned their M XP titles and QQ!
Skyy & Renee M enini
ear ned their AJP title!

Jan 17t h
Com e out to the Januar y Fun M atch
DOOR OPEN AT 12:30pm
RUNS START AT 1:00pm
GATE ENTRIES CLOSE 2:30pm

Liadr in & M onique Engem ann
ear ned their NA & OAJ titles!

[UKC Tit les]
Goldie & Elaine & Jean Claude
ear ned their UACH title!

Jan 28t h
WAG UKC Tr ial - Jan 28th thr u 29th
WAG, Spr ing Gr ove, IL
Judge: Shelly Weeks

Jan 29t h

[UKI Tit les]
Haw k & Lor et Bar tol
ear ned their I WAC & SSC titles!
W illiow & Lor et Bar tol
ear ned their I WAC & SSC titles!

Session 1 of Classes Begin
* Pending on Building M ove m ay change

Liadr in & M onique Engem ann
ear ned their BI D & SSB titles!

Feb 11t h

OTHER TITLES & BRAGS JULY '16 - NOV '16

Com e out to the Febr uar y Fun M atch
DOOR OPEN AT 12:30pm
RUNS START AT 1:00pm
GATE ENTRIES CLOSE 2:30pm

M arch 11t h
WAG CPE Tr ial - M ar ch 11th thr u 12th
WAG, Spr ing Gr ove, IL
Judge: Jeff Boyer

M onte & Rosanne Hatcher
ear ned their CDX title!
Jazzy & Linda Schw ar tz
ear ned their CGC title and tw o legs tow ar d his Rally Novice title!
Kelsey & Jan Sund
ear ned their STAR Pu ppy title!
Ripley & Jan Sund
ear ned their RATO title!

DO YOU HAVE A BRAG?
If you have a title, brag, announcement, milestone, etc.
that you'd like to share with the membership, please
contact Jan Sund @sundow n@m c.net to be featured
in our next issue!

Valor & Jan Sund
ear ned their NTD & RN titles
Tr ue & Gayle Pluta
ear ned their CD title - legs in 3 tr ies w ith 3 placem ents!
Sylvie & Paul Engem ann
ear ned their RATCH title!
Liadr in & M onique Engem ann
ear ned the Gr an d Nat i on al Br on ze Aw ar d at Bar n Hunt
Nationals!

WAG HAS PUPPY FEVER!
Welcom e to the follow ing new WAG editions :)

Jan Su n d w i t h Kel sey
She is FHF W ildest Dr eam s [AKC STAR puppy], call nam e
Kelsey. Her m om Shiver is a Natch 2, dad M agic is a
confor m ation Cham pion and close to his Natch as w ell. Both
par ents ar e also Nationally r anked Dock Diver s. This tiny
gir l is the r esult of an Oops! litter. M om is a bor der collie
and dad is a M iniatur e Am er cian Shepher d [m ini aussie].

Sh el l y Week s w i t h Ch assi s AND Gi n n y Sch u l d w i t h Ch acy
M y m om , Ginny, and I have added these cuties to our
fam ily! They ar e litter m ates sir ed by Dr iver. That's Paean
DD Chacer L'Am our aka Chacy on the left and Paean DD's
Classy Lefthander Chassis aka Chassis on the r ight.

Ju l i e Jan k e w i t h Bar l ey
Bar ley, field br ed English Cocker , w elcom ed
into our fam ily on August 5.

For d w i t h Di an a An t l i t z
Bor der collie For d joined the Antlitz household on M em or ial
Day w eekend. He w as bor n on Apr il 1st (yup, Apr il Fools day easy bir thday to r em em ber ). He's fr om w or king lines fr om a
br eeder in M ichigan, and I'm hoping he'll be my next USBCHA
(United Bor der Collie Handler s Association) Open-level her ding
tr ial dog. I'm not sur e yet how m uch agility he'll be doing w e've played ar ound w ith som e of the foundation w or k to keep
his m ind busy but don't plan to get too ser ious w ith it until
after his her ding tr aining star ts in a few m onths. His father is a
dog in South Dakota w ho's r elated to my Br yn, and the m om is
a dog I see at all the local tr ials and w hose r elatives ar e all nice
tr ial dogs, so I'm eager to see w hat type of w or ker he'll be. So
far at hom e he's a gr eat cuddler and super sw eet. One of his
favor ite things to do is to flip his cuddle bed upside dow n and
go under neath, then get up and w alk ar ound w ear ing it on his
back (he looks like tur tle!). He's going thr ough a goofy-ear stage
r ight now (you can see in the pictur es). I haven't done anything
w ith his ear s - they look that w ay all on their ow n. His
nicknam e r ight now is conehead :-).

He w ouldn't put the bir d w ing dow n at 5
w eeks of age w hen w e picked him out. Since
fall is com ing and w e figur ed it m ight be too
cold to take him sw im m ing w hen he w as "old
enough", w e w anted to get him accustom ed to
w ater now so next spr ing he w ouldn't be
afr aid of it for the fir st tim e. So w e took him
and his toys to the state par k beach to play in
the shallow s. He decided on his ow n to star t
sw im m ing at 8-1/2 w eeks old! The next day
he r etr ieved Shiner 's bum per ! Aw esom e little
guy. So looking for w ar d to doing agility and
bir d hunting w ith him in the futur e.

Rox an n e Tapan i n en w i t h Di x i e
M eet Dixie - 6 m onth old Bor der
collie!

WAG Boar d Cont act Inf or mat ion
WAG_BOARD@WAGAGILITY.COM

Pr esident

Vice Pr esident

Secr et ar y

PATTI JO YUSWAK

JOY SONSALLA

M ARY VANDERBLOOM EN

Tr easur er

Dir ect or

Dir ect or

SHELLY W EEKS

NADIA ADINT

DIANA ANTLITZ

Dir ect or

Dir ect or

Dir ect or

JIM PAYNE

JEFF SM ITH

KELLY SCHUM ANN
Have a stor y, ar ticle, or photo you'd like to see
posted on the new sletter ? Or w ould you like to
be apar t of our New sletter Com m ittee?

Contact M on i qu e En gem an n @
l ovei sbl u easb@gm ai l .com to becom e a
m em ber of our New s Team or to pr ovide your
com m ents and feedback!

WAG Commit t ee Leads
Adv er t ising & Publ icit y

CPE & UKC Tr ial s

Member ship

Sundr ies

PAM KRISTOFF

SHELLY W EEKS

JULIE JANKE

KRISTI DE LEGGE

AKC JUDGES

Cr at e Monit or

Newsl et t er

SUNSHINE
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ELAINE STUBY

M ONIQUE ENGEM ANN

JOY SONSALLA
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FUN Mat ches

Of f ice Manager

TRAINING

DIANA ANTLITZ

PAT CASEY

CATHY THRASHER

DIANA ANTLITZ

AKC Food Ser v ice

Jobs Coor dinat or

Pol icy & PROCEDURES

CPE & UKC Food Ser v ice

HEATHER GREEN

LISA DOANE

DIANA ANTLITZ

LISA DOANE

Buil ding

Libr ar y

Ring Rent al

Webmast er

M AGGIE ARSENEAU

ROXANNE TAPANIAN

M ARY VANDERBLOOM EN

PAUL ENGEM ANN

CLASS REGISTRATION

Equipment Maint enance

Seminar s

TDAA Tr ial s & Food

DIANE KUBY

RENEE M ENINI

DONNA CORDOBA

PATTI JO YUSWAK

JEFF SM ITH

CLEANING
DONNA CORDOBA

JAN SUND

